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GREENMOVE

Accelerate the shift to sustainable
combined mobility
 Make sustainable mobility as a service easier
 Motivate people to start and keep travelling sustainably
 Collect and analyse data about MaaS systems

Complete Suite to Boost Sustainable Mobility
GREENMOVE supports the whole conversion journey to sustainable mobility – from providing the
citizens with initial advice to get started, though guiding them on their first trips up to coaching them to
develop the habit of travelling actively and sustainably every day.

Top-rated

Behavioural

Data & AI-powered

With the average user rating of
4.5-4.7, the apps based on
GREENMOVE rank among the
world’s best rated.

The first combined mobility
suite leveraging the
psychological principles of
behaviour change.

GREENMOVE employs big data
and artificial intelligence
algorithms grounded in years
of scientific research.
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Inform & Navigate Citizens
Make sustainable mobility simpler! Leveraging crowdsourcing and advanced journey planning
algorithms, GREENMOVE delivers accurate, up-to-date and personalized advice on how to best
leverage all available mobility services. Eliminate the complexities of sustainable combined mobility and
help your citizens discover the benefits of moving around without their car.

Maps

Navigation

Self-Improving

Optimized for active
and sustainable
combined mobility
(e.g. showing
walking and cycling
routes, and
infrastructure).

Multi-criteria journey
planning and Wazelike social navigation.
Compares mobility
options on time, price,
health and
environmental impact.

Learns from usercrowdsourced
information to
improve the quality
and up-to-dateness
of journey
recommendations.

+
Shared Mobility

Inter-modal

Personalized

Plans with shared
mobility, considering
real-time service
availability and
price.

Supports all means of
transport and their
combinations (P+R,
B+R, etc.).

Tailors suggestions
based on user’s
profile and past
behaviour.

Motivate & Incentivize Sustainable Mobility
Make sustainable mobility more rewarding! Employ data-driven behaviour change techniques to make
your citizens move actively and sustainably on a daily basis. Encourage and reward those who opt to
choose sustainable mobility regularly.

Gamification

Rewards &
Incentives

Engaging
Campaigns

Turn sustainable mobility into a fun, interactive
game thanks to GREENMOVE’s built-in system of
points, badges leaderboards and challenges that
automatically stimulate the user to move
sustainably as much as possible.
Accelerate behaviour change by rewarding
sustainable travel with real-world prizes.
GREENMOVE automatically determines eligibility
for rewards for rewards and distributes electronic
vouchers for redeeming prizes.
Use GREENMOVE for your next sustainable
mobility promotion campaign. Personalized,
interactive and social, campaigns delivered
through the mobile app are more effective and
measurable than traditional campaigns.
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Collect & Analyse Mobility Data
GREENMOVE provides the most versatile data analytics for combined mobility. The GREENMOVE app
collects large data sets, including user-recorded GPS trajectories and crowdsourced issue reports.
GREENMOVE data engine analyses the collected data to answer who, where, why and when uses which
mobility services, which issues people on the go face and how to best fix these issues.

Trips

Routes & Services

 origin-destination matrices
 trip distribution by time
and population segment
 trip modal split
 trip purpose







Mobility System KPIs

walking counts
cycling traffic intensities
junction traversal times
service line occupancy
transfer counts and times

 service coverage metrics
 service connectivity
analysis
 gap and opportunity
identification

Apply GREENMOVE data analytics engine to analyse your existing cycling data, coming
e.g. from counters, cameras, or mobility surveys. Export the data collected by
GREENMOVE into your existing data portals and GIS systems for follow-up analysis.

Communicate & Engage Citizens
Communicate directly with your citizens, solicit feedback and engage
citizens in participative decision making about planning and
improving your mobility system.

Push
Notifications
?
In-app
Surveys

Send targeted push and in-app notifications
concerning traffic conditions, closures, mobility
events and other relevant information. Choose
recipients based on user’s profile and past
behaviour.
Conduct targeted in-app surveys with quick
response time and high response rate.
Interpret survey answers in connection with
user’s data to get deeper insights into travel
behaviour.
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Get Started Fast & Easily
Thanks to the flexible software as a service (SaaS) model and affordable pricing, GREENMOVE can be
deployed by cities of all sizes. On-premise hosting options also available.

White Label

Fully managed SaaS

Cost-effective

Choose your name,
incorporate your visual
identity and publish the app
under your own brand.

Provided as a service with all
setup, hosting, maintenance
and both data and software
updates taken care of.

Significantly lower overall
costs compared to custombuilt solutions of a
comparable scope and quality.

Selected References

Prague on Bike

Chytře na cestu (Smart Journey)

GREENMOVE powers Prague’s official Prague on
Bike app published by Prague municipality in
April 2017. The app has become the most used
and the best rated mobile app published by the
City of Prague, reaching almost 20 thousand
users and millions of cycled kilometres. The app
has increased the rate of cycling in a large
proportion of users.

GREENMOVE powers the recently launched
Liberec City’s official sustainable mobility app
Chytře na cestu (Smart Journey). Chytře na cestu
is the world’s first app combining information
and motivation features for the full range of
sustainable mobility services (walk, bike, shared
bike, public transport and all intermodal
combinations).

Let’s talk!
Phone: +420 604760638
Mail: sales@umotional.com
Web: http://umotional.com/greenmove
Address: Bělehradská 858/23, 120 00 Praha 2, Czechia
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